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Abstract
Conventional kinesin and Eg5 are essential nanoscale motor proteins. Single-molecule and
presteady-state kinetic experiments indicate that both motors use similar strategies to generate
movement along microtubules, despite having distinctly different in vivo functions. Single molecules
of kinesin, a long-distance cargo transporter, are highly processive, binding the microtubule and
taking 100 or more sequential steps at velocities of up to 700 nm/s before dissociating, whereas Eg5,
a motor active in mitotic spindle assembly, is also processive, but takes fewer steps at a slower rate.
By dissecting the structural, biochemical and mechanical features of these proteins, we hope to learn
how kinesin and Eg5 are optimized for their specific biological tasks, while gaining insight into how
biochemical energy is converted into mechanical work.

Introduction
Microtubule-based kinesin superfamily motors are involved in diverse cellular processes
including intracellular transport, mitosis and meiosis, regulation of microtubule dynamics, and
signal transduction [1]. Here we consider conventional kinesin, (‘kinesin’, the Kinesin-1
subfamily) and Eg5 (the Kinesin-5 subfamily), both of which have conserved N-terminal
catalytic motor domains and walk processively toward the plus-end of microtubules,
hydrolyzing one ATP per 8-nm step ([2,3,4••], reviewed in [5•,6,7,8•,9]).

In both, the motor domain is followed by a 12–15 amino acid residue neck linker leading to
the coiled-coil stalk. However, there are important structural differences (Figure 1). Kinesin
is a homodimer, composed of two heavy chains, with two light chains associating with the C-
terminal cargo-binding domain. By contrast, Eg5 is a homotetramer: two polypeptides first
dimerize to form a parallel coiled-coil, and then two dimers form an anti-parallel coiled-coil
tetramer containing four motor domains. As a tetramer, Eg5 can crosslink two adjacent
microtubules such that each dimeric motor unit interacts with a single protofilament on each
microtubule [10•,11••].

Kinesin was discovered in 1985 [12] and new single molecule assays [13,14] and presteady-
state kinetic experiments [15] soon followed. Since then, thousands of experiments have been
performed, allowing a consensus model to emerge (Figure 2). By contrast, mechanochemical
data for Eg5 are just beginning to appear. Here, we review the current model for kinesin
processivity, summarizing the evidence for a strain-gated hand-over-hand mechanism, and
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then examine what we currently know about the kinetics and mechanics of Eg5 (Figure 2, Table
1), high-lighting recent advances and unresolved questions for each.

A consensus mechanochemical cycle for dimeric kinesin
In solution, each of kinesin’s motor heads contains a tightly bound ADP, which is released
upon collision with the microtubule. This rapid release is biphasic: the first ADP is released at
>200 s−1, while the release of the second ADP is nucleotide-dependent, with ATP-stimulated
release at >100 s−1 (Table 1, [16–19]). When interpreted in the context of the Rice et al. neck
linker model [20–22], these data lead to the following pathway (Figure 2, steps K1–K4). The
first motor head collides with the microtubule and releases its ADP. The second head remains
tethered until ATP binding on the microtubule-bound head causes the neck linker to dock along
its catalytic core toward the plus-end of the microtubule. Single-molecule measurements
support the proposal that ATP-binding precedes the force-dependent translocation. The
distance to the transition state for the mechanical step is ~2.7 nm, significantly smaller than
the full 8-nm step, perhaps indicating that diffusion also plays a role [23].

Once the neck-linker-driven conformational change propels the tethered head toward its
forward microtubule-binding site, the second ADP is released, forming an intermediate with
both heads tightly bound to the microtubule and neck linkers strained. Exit from step K4 must
be tightly controlled, since premature binding of ATP to the empty forward head would
desynchronize the catalytic cycles of the two motor heads, leading to eventual microtubule
dissociation. To maintain processivity, ATP hydrolysis and product release from the rear head
must precede ATP binding on the forward head, leading to a state in which the empty head is
tightly bound to the microtubule and the ADP-bound head is tethered, restarting the
biochemical cycle. Experiments with mutants that uncouple phosphate (Pi) release and motor
detachment from the microtubule were used to determine the order of steps K5–K7, in which
Pi release is rate-limiting [24]. With each cycle, the two motor heads exchange position,
progressing in an asymmetric hand-over-hand fashion [25–27].

Two broad classes of models have been proposed to explain how exit from step K4 may be
regulated by strain between the two heads. In the first, strain weakens the microtubule-binding
affinity of the rearward head, promoting Pi release and detachment (the ‘rear-gated head’
model) [28,29]. In the second, strain prevents ATP binding to the forward head until the
rearward head detaches (the ‘front-gated head’ model) [24,30–32]. Although there is
experimental evidence for both models — which are by no means mutually exclusive — new
data strongly reinforce the front-gated head model. A single-molecule study by Guydosh and
Block used beryllium fluoride (BeFx) to induce long pauses in normal kinesin stepping.
ADP•BeFx BeFx occupies the rear head, inducing a neck linker-docked tight-binding ATP state
on the microtubule analogous to the configuration shown in step K4, with no nucleotide bound
at the forward head [33•]. Processive stepping only resumed after an obligatory ATP-dependent
backstep that swapped the positions of the forward and rear heads. This result indicates
preferential release of BeFx from the forward head, supporting the model in which ATP binding
to the forward head is gated by strain. Strain may also slow the rate of ATP hydrolysis at step
K5, because ATP hydrolysis is significantly faster for monomers (>300 s−1) than in dimeric
kinesin (100 s−1) [34–36].

Determining the orientation and mobility of the neck linkers for different nucleotide states is
essential to confirming models of strain gating and neck linker docking [20,22,37,38,39••,40,
41]. In a key experiment, Skiniotis et al. [37] engineered an active dimeric kinesin with an SH3
domain (a ~7 kDa globular β barrel) at the transition between the neck linker and the neck
coiled-coil, thus enhancing the visibility of the neck region in cryoelectron micrographs
(cryoEM). They showed binding of both heads along the same microtubule protofilament with
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neck linkers extended in opposite orientations, verifying the ability of the neck linkers to
mediate strain in a two-heads-bound state. More recently, Asenjo et al. [39••] used fluorescence
polarization microscopy to measure neck-linker configuration in dimers. They demonstrated
that the neck linker was mobile during stepping and also in the absence of nucleotide. However,
the mobility decreased in the presence of AMPPNP (a non-hydrolyzable nucleotide analog that
mimics an ATP-like state) as well as in the presence of ADP•AlF4

− (which mimics the
ADP•Pi state). Moreover, the neck linker region was roughly parallel to the microtubule axis.
These results provide additional evidence for the neck linker orientations displayed in steps
K4 and K5.

Kinesin processivity: unresolved questions
Although the model presented in Figure 2 is representative of published results, there remain
points of disagreement and steps that require stronger experimental support. Between the
conformational changes that drive processive stepping, the motor pauses in a ‘waiting’ state,
the nature of which is largely unknown but which is likely to depend on the ATP concentration
and applied load. One point of controversy is the position of the tethered head with respect to
the bound head and microtubule lattice. Recent biochemical experiments have indicated that
the rear ADP-containing head of kinesin (steps K1 and K6–K7) can infrequently synthesize
ATP, suggesting that tight microtubule binding occurs, at least transiently [42]. However,
because ATP resynthesis is energetically costly and inhibits processivity, it is possible that
entry into the synthesis-competent state is also strain-regulated, limiting the probability of ATP
resynthesis, which is measured to be <3% [42]. Single-molecule imaging of the fluorescently
labeled kinesin motor domains at low ATP levels indicates a predominantly two-heads-bound
state [27]. However, unbinding force measurements in the presence of ADP indicate a one-
head-bound state [43], and recent mechanical data [44••] and kinetic data [45] suggest that,
during the waiting state, one head grips the microtubule while the other diffuses. Reconciling
these data demands the differentiation of strongly bound force-bearing states and weakly bound
electrostatically tethered states of each motor head, and new experimental methods may be
required.

A second, related controversy surrounds the ability of kinesin to step backwards along the
microtubule toward its minus-end. Infrequent backsteps appear to be a normal part of kinesin’s
kinetic cycle, and have been observed in single-molecule optical trapping studies at a variety
of ATP and force conditions [46]. A single kinesin motor will step forward against hindering
loads of up to ~6–7 pN, with the velocity slowing until the motor finally stalls [23]. Near this
maximal force, the frequency of forward and backward stepping is roughly equal. Carter and
Cross recently showed that at much higher superstall forces, kinesin will step processively
backwards at an ATP-dependent rate [44••]. They propose a model in which the diffusional
search of the tethered head in step K3 can be sufficiently biased by rearward load to reverse
motor direction. Yet important questions remain. Does processive backward stepping
synthesize ATP — a true cycle reversal as detected by Hackney et al. [42]? Is ATP hydrolysis
required? Is ATP binding driving a neck-linker-dependent conformational change that
promotes mobility of the tethered head? Finally, the observation by Guydosh and Block that
analog-induced pauses were relieved only through back-stepping is intriguing [33•]. Is it
possible that the baseline-levels of backstepping observed in physiological buffers and substall
forces also provide a means of error correction? For example, forcing the heads to swap
positions could promote the dissociation of an incorrect nucleotide or reorient an incorrectly
positioned neck linker to reset the coordination between the two motor heads. In this way,
backstepping might actually provide a novel means of promoting forward processivity.
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An emerging model of Eg5 mechanochemistry
To determine the mechanical and kinetic requirements for Eg5-promoted spindle assembly
[47–49], a stable Eg5 dimer was developed [11••]. Eg5-513 promoted robust plus-end-directed
microtubule gliding at a rate similar to that of native tetramers [11••,50]. Single Eg5 dimers
were found to step processively in optical trapping experiments, taking approximately eight
steps on average at speeds of up to 100 nm/s at saturating ATP levels and zero applied load
[4••]. Moreover, Eg5 dimers continued to move processively against hindering loads of ~6–7
pN, and, in sharp contrast to kinesin, motors did not slow substantially and stall at higher loads.
Instead, Eg5 dissociated from the filament at high loads with only a small decrease in velocity.
A minimal kinetic model indicates that ATP-binding precedes the force-dependent
translocation and predicts a distance to the transition state of 1.9 nm, smaller than that measured
for kinesin and consistent with Eg5 velocity being less force-sensitive.

The single molecule results showed that a rate-limiting transition occurs at 11.9 s−1 [4••],
significantly faster than steady-state turnover determined from solution studies, kcat = 0.5 s−1

([11••], Table 1). A recent transient-state kinetic analysis has resolved this discrepancy
[51••]. Upon collision with the microtubule, Eg5 rapidly releases ADP (Step E1, Figure 2).
However, unlike kinesin, Eg5 must then undergo a slow conformational change at 0.5–1 s−1

before binding ATP in order to initiate a processive run (steps E1—E2). Because the single-
molecule experiments measured velocity within a processive run, they are insensitive to this
slow step. Rosenfeld et al. detected a similar isomerization in FRET studies of Eg5 monomers,
although the rate was faster in the absence of the partner head [52•]. The X-ray crystal structure
of the Eg5 ADP-bound monomer revealed a unique neck linker configuration perpendicular
to the long edge of the protein, which was stabilized by a series of hydrogen bonds that are
conserved among Kinesin-5-subfamily members [53]. We hypothesize that the observed slow
isomerization required for ATP binding [51••,52•] may involve reorienting the neck linker
from the perpendicular position, a transition that may be Eg5-specific.

Once primed for a processive run (step E2), we propose that Eg5 proceeds through a kinetic
cycle similar to that of kinesin. Both ADP release and ATP binding steps are biphasic,
indicating alternating-site catalysis [51••]. Structural and FRET studies suggest that ATP
binding docks the neck linker toward the plus-end of the microtubule [11••,52•,54], eventually
leading to a two-heads-bound intermediate as observed by cryoEM [11••]. By analogy to
kinesin, we suspect that the two-heads-bound state is under tension and involved in strain-
induced head–head communication. ATP hydrolysis on the rearward head is followed by rapid
Pi release and rearward head detachment (steps E6–E8), restarting the biochemical cycle. This
model assumes that the neck linker does not return to the perpendicular position during a
processive run and that Eg5 steps hand-over-hand. The presteady-state kinetics revealed
another surprise: ATP hydrolysis is rate-limiting at 5–10 s−1, in good agreement with the rate-
limiting transition measured by single molecule methods [4••]. This result indicates that, unlike
kinesin, which is limited by Pi release, Eg5’s stepping rate is controlled by ATP hydrolysis.

Eg5 processivity: the challenge awaits
Eg5 dimers are clearly processive, but take far fewer steps than kinesin under similar
conditions. A key area of future research will be determining what limits the run length of Eg5.
Two possibilities seem likely: that the microtubule-binding affinity of each Eg5 motor head is
weak enough in all nucleotide states to promote frequent detachment from the microtubule, or,
alternatively, that strong binding states exist, but that poor head–head communication prevents
the tight alternation of the ATPase cycles required for long processive runs. Given the ability
of single motors to sustain high loads without significant decrease in run length or velocity
[4••], we favor the latter. Future experiments are required to explore this important issue.
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In cells, the differential processivity of kinesin and Eg5 may be advantageous. As an isolated
cargo-transporter, kinesin must maintain a tight grip on the microtubule even under significant
load. By contrast, ensembles of Eg5 motors must collectively crosslink and slide microtubules
in the mitotic spindle. Force-insensitive velocities may allow Eg5 to move under considerable
tension while short run lengths prevent interference among neighboring motors. Recent single-
molecule fluorescence imaging of GFP-labeled Eg5 tetramers indicates that, in addition to
ATP-driven stepping, tetramers also undergo biased diffusion toward the microtubule plus-
end, raising the possibility of unique modes of motion in vivo [55]. Extending kinetic and
mechanical measurements to Eg5 tetramers, while technically difficult, will be critical to fully
understand Eg5 regulation and motility in spindles.

Conclusions
Our understanding of kinesin superfamily members is advancing rapidly, in part because of
technological improvements, but also because of the widespread interest in these molecular
motors. They are present in every cell of every eukaryotic organism, and are intimately involved
in human health and development. Comparisons of conventional kinesin and Eg5 show that in
spite of their structural and mechanistic similarities, each has optimized its chemical and
mechanical cycle differently for processive stepping along the microtubule. These differences
are what generates the diversity for cellular function and fascinates us all.
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Figure 1.
Schematic of Kinesin-1 towing its cargo along a microtubule (left) while Eg5 crosslinks two
anti-parallel microtubules (right). By walking to the plus-ends of each microtubule, Eg5 can
slide the two microtubules apart.
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Figure 2.
Stepping models for Kinesin and Eg5. For kinesin, a processive run begins when a motor head
collides with the microtubule and releases its ADP. ATP binding at the forward head leads to
neck linker docking and plus-end directed movement of the rearward head that promotes
binding at the next site on the microtubule. Release of ADP at step K4 results in a state with
both heads bound tightly to the microtubule and the development of intermolecular strain
between the two motor domains. ATP hydrolysis occurs on the rearward head followed by
phosphate release and rearward head detachment, which returns the motor to K1, having taken
a single step. For kinesin, phosphate release is rate-limiting. In contrast to kinesin, Eg5 collides
with the microtubule but cannot bind ATP until a conformational change occurs, which is
believed to involve movement of the neck linker. This isomerization establishes a processive
run (step E2), allowing ATP binding on the forward head. Successive steps in the cycle are
similar to those for kinesin but with rate-limiting ATP hydrolysis.
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Table 1
Constants for the microtubule–kinesin and Eg5 ATPase pathways from solution kinetic studies

Constants Kinesina Eg5-513b

ATP binding k+1k+1′ 2–5 μM−1 −1 5.8 μM−1 s−1

k+1′ 240 s−1 52 s−1

Kd,ATP 80 mM 9 μM
K−1 120 s−1 1–2 s−1

ATP hydrolysis k2 100 s−1 5–10 s−1

Pi release k3 40 s−1 ≫ 10 s−1

ATP-promoted dissociation k+5 40–60 s−1 ≫ 10 s−1

MT•motor association k+4 11 mM−1s−1 2.8 μM−1 s−1

k−4 10 s−1

MT-activated ADP release koff,ADP Head 1: >200 s−1 Head 1: 28 s−1

Head 2: >100 s−1 Head 2: ≫10s−1

MT-activated ATPase kcat 25 s−1 per site 0.5 s−1

Km,ATP 80 μM 8 μM
K1/2,Mt 0.9 μM 1.8 μM

a
Kinetic constants for the microtubule–kinesin ATPase pathway are based on presteady-state kinetic analyses of dimeric kinesins from Drosophila, rat,

and human KHC expressed in E. coli [17,18,20,22,24,30,45,56].

b
Constants for Eg5 are from references [4••,11••,51••,52•]. In the scheme, M represents the microtubule, E the enzyme kinesin or Eg5, and Pi, inorganic

phosphate.
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